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While Joe and I were in Florida for February and March, we kept up with all the
events going on in the club. And, boy,
there certainly were plenty, many of
which are covered in this issue. Being
away gave me much time for reflection
about the club—where it’s been and
where it’s going.
CPS has basically followed along the
lines of most photo clubs, with competitions, field trips, etc. But in these last
couple of years, our club has experienced a huge jump in membership,
which is partly due to the way the club
has been evolving.
We are no longer just a photo club, we
are much more. Because we have our
own space available 24/7, we have
expanded to extracurricular happenings
that reach out to all of our members if
they wish to partake. Along the way
have been Movie Nights, Winners/
Losers nights, Photoshop nights, some
small gatherings of folks interested in a
specific aspect of photography not easily
done on a regular meeting night. During
this last winter season, this club has
gone beyond, reaching out to the greater Cleveland community, by participating
in the Homeless event. Doing public
service work is not the usual scope of
most camera clubs.
We have encouraged our members to
think more artistically, too, to envision
being more imaginative with that nature
or pictorial shot, to experiment with
different ways to frame, angle or what-

ever necessary to give their photos that
extra oomph. We also learned about the
styles of well-known photographers,
hoping to stimulate our own creative
juices. CPS has had a wonderful opportunity to create a book of outstanding
and imaginative photos taken by various
members. How many other photo clubs
do you know of that can offer all these
goodies to their membership? I think that
CPS is a rarity among photo clubs.
As our club has grown, it is time to discover more of what each member can
bring us in fresh ideas and ways to enrich our growth. We have hidden gems
among our members and we want to
nurture, and bring out what they may
have to further enhance our club. We
encourage everyone to take part in any
or all of these activities, to come forth
with ideas or suggestions for programs,
field trips, etc. to take full advantage of a
club that has so much to offer.
Along with growth and ever-widening
borders, there come some problems. I
am sure that these difficulties can be
overcome with good leadership and
assistance from all.
CPS is fast becoming the club to be a
part of. Whatever lies ahead, we will
work with foresight and vigor to meet all
the challenges. Knowing our members, I
know we can do it!

Marcia Polevoi

President’s Message

Writing this last message as CPS President is a
bittersweet experience. While Marcia is quietly
rejoicing at all the extra space she’s about to gain
in the Darkroom Door once she no longer needs
to deal with my ramblings, I’ll miss this opportunity
to communicate with you and share all the truly
wonderful things this club has become.
Since last we met here, the club has grown by
over 25 new members, we’ve had record turnouts
at meetings and events—and survived a few
‘snow-outs’ along the way—hosted a variety of
functions to appeal to almost every area of photographic interest imaginable, and managed to
complete some long-term planning in our spare
time.
Elsewhere in this issue, you’ll read about the
renovation plans to make the club’s meeting
facilities better fit our growing needs, re-visit the
incredibly rewarding experience provided by the
Homeless Stand Down —and share our anticipation as the Bucket List book has become a
reality and we all look forward to its publication in
the next few months. And, that’s just the tip of the
iceberg….
But instead of rehashing the past, I’ll use this final
forum to simply say thanks to all who have made
these last two years such a wonderful, fulfilling
and rewarding experience for me. There’s no way
I can name everyone and I won’t try—so please
know that I have noticed and sincerely appreciate
the efforts of each and all who have helped this
club become the dynamic and exciting organization that it is today.
This club is blessed with a Board that is by far the
best I’ve ever seen, heard-of or worked with.
Those of you who have taken the time to attend a
Board meeting—and I encourage everyone to do
so to gain a better understanding of how YOUR
club works—have seen the professionalism and
dedication of all concerned, completely free of
politics and personal agendas. I cannot begin to
say what a distinct pleasure it’s been to work with
this wonderful group of dedicated members.
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The officers—past, present and future—who have
committed large amounts of their personal time
and effort to help this club have also impressed
me at every turn—and helped make this job not
only doable but enjoyable.
The committee chairs, Team leaders, School
Directors and instructors, field trip leaders, etc.
etc. are all an integral part of what makes this club
work so effectively. And then there are the countless folks who provide the intangibles that I feel
makes this club truly unique—those who go out of
their way to welcome a visitor and make him or
her feel immediately at home, those who come
early or stay a bit late to help with set-up and
clean-up, those who lend their expertise and time
to helping with our events and projects—and
those who have sponsored or funded the refreshments that have truly become a part of the overall
CPS ‘experience’.
When I took on this role, I felt I had some very big
shoes to fill. But each and every one of you—
long-term member or ‘newbie’—has gone out of
your way to help make this club the absolute best
around. You’ve been generous in your time and
expertise and support—and gracious in your kind
words for our efforts—and I sincerely appreciate
each and every one of you.
Last but far from least, I look forward to being a
part of the future of this club. The officers and
Board elected for the next term will, I am confident, lead us toward a bright and promising future
—and I look forward to supporting their efforts. At
the same time, I encourage each of you to be an
active, contributing part of YOUR club whenever
and however you can. Our future is limited solely
by ideas and the will to accomplish them—and
with your support, what’s past can truly be little
more than prologue.
To everyone at CPS—THANK YOU!!!!! It’s been a
wonderful ride!

Rob Erick

Community Service

CPS and The Homeless Stand Down
On January 31, over 25 members of CPS gathered at
Pilgrim Congregational Church to participate in a
community service project called The Homeless Stand
Down in conjunction with InterAct Cleveland, an
interreligious group of congregations and community
groups. The nationwide event, now in its 18th year in
Cleveland, seeks to provide respite, encouragement and
support while instilling a sense of dignity in its guests.
CPS was approached to add a new feature this year—
portraits of the attendees.

Nancy Balluck

Bill Trent

Numerous planning sessions and a dry run in the CPS
clubroom were held to determine the logistics of taking,
printing and presenting over 300 photographs in a threehour time period. Folders were donated and imprinted
by Albums, Inc. to make the final presentation look professional. Dodd Camera and Rapid Refill also made
generous donations to offset our expenses and we
sincerely appreciate their sponsorship.
CPS volunteers gathered at the church on the morning
of the event with a well-conceived plan, but not really
knowing what to expect. There were two portrait setups
with photographers, printers and plenty of personnel to
pose, direct the subjects, print out and present the
finished photos. What everyone was not expecting was
the response from the subjects.
Nancy Balluck, who acted as one of the photographers
along with Denny Goebelt, sums it up well: “When I
raised my hand to volunteer as a photographer for the
Homeless Stand Down I couldn't help but wonder how
taking a portrait of someone, who needs so much to
survive on a daily basis, would benefit from having their
portrait taken. As I sat there, taking one portrait after
another, it didn't take long before I realized that CPS
was having quite an impact on the self-esteem of the
guests of the Homeless Stand Down. It was a thrill to
watch their faces as they stood in line to have their
portraits done. It was a joy to watch them laughing and
joking around with each other and with us. I cannot
adequately describe the connection I felt with them as I
looked through my viewfinder. I guess the closest word
that can describe my feelings for that day is “heartwarming.” The faces of those who sat down in front of
my camera will be with me for as long as I live.”
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Barb Pennington

John Earl Brown

What Nancy felt was shared by all CPS members
who left that day knowing that they had done a
little something to make a difference. It is obvious
that CPS will be involved with this for quite some
time and getting volunteers will be no problem
whatsoever.
The Stand Down is a mid-winter retreat for those
facing the challenges of poverty and homelessness.
Guests can enjoy breakfast, a hot lunch, haircuts,
massages, get health screenings, meet with social
services providers and receive winter clothing. For
more information, visit www.interactcleveland.org.
A slideshow of some of the images captured by
CPS photographers has been posted to the CPS
YouTube site, which can be accessed through
www.clevelandphoto.org.
CPS thanks all who volunteered their time, energy
and equipment—and especially Rick Wetterau and
John Earl Brown, who arranged and coordinated
the event.

More Homeless Stand Down photos by Nancy Balluck and Denny Goebelt
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KaBOOM!
Jim Frazer
About a year ago, I learned about CPS’s
Community Service Program from Rob Erick.
When I expressed interest in the program, Rob
gave me contact information for the Famicos
Foundation, a local not-for-profit organization.
The Famicos Foundation was formed in 1969.
Today, Famicos is a Community Development
Corporation with a board of 11 directors and a
professional staff of 34. I contacted Beth Graham
and Amy Eiben at Famicos and I’ve had a most
enjoyable time doing photography work for them.
My first assignment was in May 2008 and I have
done ten projects for them since.
The project that was the most interesting for me
was the “KaBOOM!” event held last September at
Wade Park Elementary School at 10700 Churchill
Avenue. “KaBOOM!” is a non-profit advocate for
play spaces for children and Cleveland is a target
area for them. Famicos submitted an application
and, as they say, the rest is history.
The purpose of the project was to erect a playground for the school in a single day! The space
where the playground was to be built was prepared ahead of time by removing weeds and sod.
The playground is just across the street from the
school and will benefit the neighborhood as well
as the school.
On the day of the event, 300 volunteers showed
up to get the job done. They came from The
Home Depot, Novogradec (an accounting firm),
Glenville High School, The Cleveland Institute of
Art, Case Western Reserve University and
neighborhood residents.
The day started with a pep talk and some
stretching exercises. Group captains explained
the functions they would be managing and
gathered their team members to begin work.
Team assignments included construction of
playground equipment, installing and painting
fences, building a walkway through the
playground and landscaping.
As the day progressed, students took part in the
activities by painting murals that were to be hung
on the fence bordering the playground. Folks
from the Cleveland Institute of Art helped the
students with their paintings. Kits for building
miniature houses were also available.
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As construction continued, partially assembled
units were moved to the playground and anchored.
The playground area was mulched and benches
and plants added.
Probably the most exciting event of the day for the
children was the arrival of Braylon Edwards, wide
receiver for the Cleveland Browns. He spent a lot
of time with the children and brought beaming
smiles to their faces.
At the end of the day, we saw the results of the
effort put forth by the volunteers—a new playground and happy children. Thanks to the folks at
Famicos for giving me the opportunity to work with
them. They are a great group of people. Special
thanks to Amy Eiben for providing information
about the organizations involved in the KaBOOM!
project.
Addendum: The CPS Community Service Program provides community organizations with
quality photography services and helps to extend
the reputation of CPS in our community. It gives
photographers who partake in the program an
opportunity to sharpen their skills and to build a
portfolio. All of these are good things, but in my
experiences with the program, the most valuable
thing I have learned is the wonderful work done by
the Famicos Foundation and the many active
foundations and volunteers in our community. If
you are thinking about getting involved with the
Community Service Program, I highly recommend
giving it a try.

John Raper School
Jack Ulman volunteered to do a shoot at John
Raper School in Cleveland after hearing a
speaker from the Cleveland Public Schools
address a CPS meeting about community service.
He contacted that school because his church has
volunteers there.

He shot a Black History assembly, and then
wandered about taking photos in some classes.
Several faculty members questioned what he was
doing, but after a brief explanation, he was
welcomed.
“It was a blast,” said Jack.
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Field Trips

BlackWatch/Lighthouse Studio
Jen Simmons
Two portrait field trips were held at BlackWatch
Studio in January and February. Each of the two
sessions on both days were packed with 15 CPS
members. Shannon Rice coordinated the events.
David Busch gave a quick orientation, explaining
how the lights worked, and Nancy Balluck described some basics about posing subjects for
portraiture. Everyone attending had the opportunity
to photograph the models using natural light from
the wall-sized window as well as the professional
Alien Bee studio strobes with a backdrop at the
west end of the studio.
Several changes were made to the looks of the
models, thanks to hair and makeup professionals
who were present for the sessions. The styles
ranged from avant-garde to more traditional casual
poses. CPS members stood shoulder-to-shoulder,
snapping away as the models assumed some killer
poses.

Rob Erick

“I read that CPS was offering a class on lighting
and would be using models. I signed my husband
and myslef up right away. Then it dawned on me
that I had never taken pictures of anyone other than
my family. I was so nervous that I almost backed
out. I am so happy that I did go to the shoot. The
models were so nice and so willing to work with
“newbies” that it made the shoot easy,” said
Michelle Smith.
William Sebastian said this was the first time he’d
shot in a studio and was hoping to learn a little bit
about this kind of shooting. “I was not disappointed.
The lighting equipment that was there made for
some very creative shots. The studio had a huge
frosted-glass window which produced wonderful
soft light and with the use of big reflectors you
could produce any look you wanted. The models,
Naomi, Tina and Brian looked great and were very
patient having so many cameras pointed their way.
Thanks to all who made the field trip possible. Seeing everyone’s shots on the Flickr site afterward
added to this great experience,” Will said.
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Bill Trent
BlackWatch/Lighthouse Studio is located at 5340
Hamilton Ave., #103, Cleveland, Ohio.
For model or other information visit:
http://www.blackwatchart.com/

Rockefeller Park Greenhouse
Karen A. Hoinke
I attended my first CPS meeting on February 3
with the intention of learning more about the club.
I was welcomed by Rob Erick at the break. He
told me a lot about the club and the upcoming
Greenhouse field trip that is great to photograph.
He also said, “Students from all the current session photo school courses, as well as CPS members, are encouraged to attend to practice the
techniques learned, to get personalized assistance and questions answered.” What really
caught my attention was the last part of what he
said “personalized assistance and answers to
your questions” and he meant that!
There were about 30 students and members that
went on this field trip. My sister, who went with
me, and I were like two kids in a candy shop that
was loaded with beautiful photo opportunities.
Everywhere you turned, you had something to
take a picture of and you had help. The seasoned
photographers were there for you literally. If you
didn’t know how to handle a dark spot, running
water, sunlight or focusing, they were right there
to coach you on how to set your camera. What
was also cool was that these photographers had
brought their own equipment. Since I didn’t bring
my tripod and couldn’t hold my camera still for a
slow shutter speed, I was able to borrow one. In
addition, I received advice about camera equipment I was thinking of buying.
After a fast three hours at the greenhouse, the
camaraderie didn’t stop. Everyone was asked
if they would like to go to lunch at a nearby
restaurant. I accepted the invitation and had a
chance to get to know some of the members. I
had only been a member for five days, but I felt
welcomed to be a part of a wonderful group of
photographers.

Bill Trent

Karen Hoinke

Editor’s Note
The CPS Summer Photo Classes will start soon. They are:
Digital Editing begins May 27 for eight consecutive Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m.
Fundamentals Class begins May 30 for six Saturdays at 10 a.m. – 4 p.m. Lunch is included in course fee.
Additional information about classes and registration is available online at www.clevelandphoto.org
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The Power of Photography
Rob Erick
I guess I shouldn’t be anymore, but I am continually amazed at how photography can bring
people together and touch the lives of others in
both simple and profound ways.
As many of you know, CPS held a field trip to
photograph the Cleveland Cultural Gardens last
spring and subsequently formed an alliance with
the Cultural Gardens Federation to use our images to help promote their efforts to draw more
attention to this unique local cultural amenity.
Several of our photos were printed and framed
and auctioned by the Federation as a fundraiser—and one of those images was a photo by
Nathalie Snyder of a smiling woman and her
mother, posed outside the India Garden.
Word came in January that the woman in the
image was tragically killed in a car accident—and
the photo was given to her family and displayed at
the funeral home as a memento of happier times.
It helped to bring healing at a time of profound
loss—and will help to keep her memory alive for
years to come.

Nathalie Snyder

Photography can be many things beyond the
alchemy of art and science swirled together to
capture a moment in time. It can touch lives and
bring healing long after the image is made—and
we never really know the potential impact of the
next click of the shutter.

Obituary
Jim Fahey, a recent member and longtime CPS
friend, passed away December 17, at age 87. He
was an inspiration and mentor to many of us. He
was given a Veteran’s Burial at Rittman Cemetery.
He is remembered as a strong and vibrant man.
Barb Pennington recalls that Jim was a sweet and
gentle man. “He so wanted to progress to the
digital world, even though he didn’t quite grasp it.
He would come to classes, sit in the front row and
usually doze off before too long. I think he just
liked being with his fellow photographers,” said
Barb.
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Jill Stanphill got to know Jim when he was having
trouble with his computer. She kept him informed
about CPS events. He was so kind and full of
stories of his days working with the railroad,
photography shoots and his greatest love—his
wife.
He will be missed by his many photographer
friends.

Member Spotlight
Interview with David Busch about his
new book:
David Busch’s Digital Photography
Bucket List: 100 Great Digital Photos
You Must Take Before You Die
Editor: Tell us about yourself and your background in photography.
Dave Busch: I started taking photos when I was 8
years old in the ’50s and, at 17, I became a
professional. I started working at a newspaper,
then moved to Rochester, NY, where I worked for
a PR firm. Among the many clients was Eastman
Kodak. After four years, I left that company and
started my own PR agency, which I had for over
18 years. I also traveled all over, writing articles
and doing photography for major photo magazines. Then I began writing books on photography,
computer use and application. I’ve written over
100 books, so far, with the major emphasis on
photography.
Ed: How did you find CPS?
DB: I read a little notice about an Open House at
CPS in 2007, which I attended. I joined because I
felt CPS was worthwhile.
Ed: How did the idea for this book come about?
DB: One night at a club meeting, Rob Erick and I
were sitting around thinking of ways to promote
CPS. A book made up from all our members great
photos seemed like a good way to do it. It would
give us some publicity and be a good way to show
off our club.
Ed: Did you do the planning and organizing
yourself?
DB: No, I had excellent help from Shannon Rice,
Barb Pennington, Nancy Balluck, plus 14 others
who assisted.
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Ed: What were your criteria for accepting a photo
into the book and how many entries did you
receive?
DB: We had over 2000 entries, which were first
narrowed down to 500, and then to 150. My committee and I choose the best photos from several
categories. We were looking for artistic and
creative shots, but different from just a well-done
photo. We ended up with 100 photos from 45
photographers. It was a difficult choice because
almost all could have qualified, but we wanted a
variety of subjects and styles.
Ed: Any other comments about the choice of
photos?
DB: Yes, just that those folks whose photos didn’t
get in shouldn’t feel bad. All the entries were
good. We just needed to choose those that best fit
the various themes. It was very hard to make
decisions.
Ed: When will the book be published and where
can one buy it?
DB: Once I get all the photographers’ bios and
photo information, I will send it to the publisher.
We have a publication date of mid- to late-June.
The book is already up on Amazon.com for preorders. It retails for $29.99, but can be purchased
on their site for $19.99
Ed: Thanks so much, Dave, for doing this for the
club. It will be something we can all be proud of.

Member Travels

An Adventure
Diane Funk
A travel brochure! Some places I have not been!
The right time! The tour theme was “The Travels of
Paul.” I like to learn, and the more I learn, the more
I realize how little I know. The first tour was the Nile
in Egypt, the next was a cruise to Israel and southern Turkey (some of Paul's travels), and the last
was Turkey. So, I “add venture” to my life...
I was off...for 19 days, three of travel and 16 of
sightseeing. Cleveland to NY/Kennedy and then an
11-hour flight to Cairo, Egypt, for a trip up the Nile
to Aswan. Next, a cruise to Israel and the south
coast of Turkey, following the “Travels of Paul.”
Last, from west-central Turkey along the Silk Road,
about 1000 miles into the central area of Cappadocia, ending in Istanbul. I believe I viewed and/or
experienced 60 or so specific places. I have so
many stories about places, people, food, observations and impressions. The weather ranged from
85-90 degrees to snow.

On the upper level of the Hagia Sophia

The Cairo landing was with just a right wheel touchdown and further right tipping...Yikes! The left
wheel bounced and finally a two-wheel touchdown.
The pilot said, “I'm sorry, folks.” It was the roughest
landing I had ever experienced. The cause was the
tail end of a sandstorm and the wind was still
blowing everything horizontally!
First, we toured the Old City of Cairo and the oldest Coptic Church that was started in about 61 A.D.
It is claimed that the Holy Family lived in that area
and Joseph worked on the Roman fortification,
which is under today's church. Baby Jesus lived
near the ancient pyramids! (Having lived in the
Ohio with its approximately 200 years of history, I
struggled to realize that I was in lands with more
than 5000 years of history, in Israel where Jesus
walked and in Turkey, which has millenniums of
invasion history.)
The sandstorm finally quieted but left a dust layer
on everything! Of what I had seen of the city,
housing construction was simple concrete columns
and floors with red brick or adobe brick filled-in
walls. Laundry hung off balconies, with windowPage 12

An outer avenue at the Temple of Artemis
sized air conditioning units and small TV dishes
everywhere. Buildings over four stories had to have
an elevator. Empty lots had piles of rubble and
wind-blown trash. Shops were narrow with all the
merchandise right out on the sidewalk, if there was
one. The only color I was aware of was at the
neighborhood fruit and vegetable shops.
Security was everywhere. There were small
shelters with a military or policeman about two
football-field-lengths apart, even along the miles of
cemeteries. Streets had numerous speed bumps.

Each of our buses had a driver, a tour guide and a
security guard, who was nicely dressed in a black
suit but “packing” what looked like an Uzi under his
loose jacket. Each bus had a police escort front and
back (to get through traffic?). The five-star hotel
and resort was behind a guarded barricade. We
now had four busloads for this segment of the trip
and we all felt secure. Israel did not have a security
guard on the bus. Turkey was very strict with road
speeds but we felt comfortable everywhere we
went.
In general, the Egyptians were slim and trim with
dark hair (women's hair and sometimes faces were
covered), dressed with a long over-garment of
conservative dark colors. It made sense to me,
having seen the effects of the sandstorms. Individuals were polite but the vendors around the tour
stops were aggressive and even the children were
like flypaper. Bartering is a needed skill and I saw
no prices posted. Labor was mostly by hand. It
seems common from ancient times forward to have
vendors calling you to buy their wares right along
the roadways.
I felt, as did others, that the three days in Israel
were a pushed tourist in-and-out experience. There
was little time to contemplate, digest or in some
areas to even take photos. I hope it was not political. One day was around the Sea of Galilee, the
next was Bethlehem and the Mount of Olives and
the Western Wall, and the third day was Jerusalem.
Then we sailed for Turkey.

Turkish rug making

The Turks were released from the old ways in the
1920s by decree. Education is required. Today
women are liberated but some still choose to wear
headscarves. Men were dressed in black suits and
shoes that looked uncomfortable, many had black
mustaches and sat around and smoked. Gone are
the days of four wives. As a country, they are
working to join the European Union. They are self
sufficient in their food production. They manufacture foreign buses and trucks, such as MercedesBenz, and export most of them.
All too soon came the final wake-up call at 3 a.m.,
bags out at 3:15, on the bus at 3:30 arriving at the
airport at 4:00 a.m. I was ready to cure my bronchitis and to mentally sort out where I have been
and all that I did...
I immediately began to think of where I can go next.
Any suggestions?
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Three camels at the Pyramids

Club Events
Member
Showcase

First Annual Potluck Dinner
Barb Pennington
CPS hosted its First Annual Potluck Dinner on
Friday, February 27. Since members were not
asked to submit what they would bring, their dishes
were a surprise to all. In typical CPS style,
members generously brought a wide variety of
offerings and there was something for everyone.
The event began first with musical chairs. The
able-bodied setup crew of Mark and Mary Kay
Coletta and Rick Wetterau brilliantly changed the
seating from the "riding-on-a bus"-style to more
party-friendly rows in an S-curve facing each other.

Mary Kay Coletta
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As folks munched and crunched, there were
murmurings of OOHS and AAHS, recipe
requests and many repeated trips back to the
tables for JUST ONE MORE SPOONFUL.
Conversations drifted from one topic to another
and from one group to another, all enjoying
friends old and new.
As the evening came to a close, the remaining
goodies found their way to a new home in to-go
containers, the chairs were put back to “bus
style” and the coffeepots were emptied. We
drove home thankful for our own clubhouse and
all the unexpected joys it brings.

Russell Purnell, Jr.

Member Recognition

Stephanie Wollman was a Second Place
recipient of the 2009 Benny Awards presented by
the Graphic Arts Council of Cleveland. The award
ceremony was held at Cuyahoga Community
College.
Maria Kaiser has three etchings hanging in the
Student Art Show at Cuyahoga Community
College East Art Gallery. The show is up through
April.
Sonya Yost had two photos accepted for the
Birds of Prey Exhibit in the Rocky River Metro
Parks Nature Center. This show took place in
Jan/Feb 2009.

Focus 2009 – Friends of Solon Center for
the Arts
This year’s competition had 275 entries and only
60 were chosen to be displayed for the month of
April at various locations in the area. CPS had a
very strong presence as 18 members’ photos
were accepted. Neil Evans won First in the
Botanical Category, Alex Kleme won First in the
Nature/Landscape Category and Janet Sipl took
First in Macro Category. Member Joanne Damian
won Best of Show! Others accepted in the show
were John Earl Brown, Rob Erick, Bill Rittman,
George Sipl, Rick Wetterau, Stephanie Wollman, Ryn Clarke, Jerry Jelinek, Barbara Pennington, Sonya Yost and Dorothy Jackson. Congratulations to all and for helping prove that CPS
photographers are among the best anywhere.
Janet Sipl and husband, George, recently
attended the Niagara Frontier Regional Camera
Club Convention in Grand Island, NY. They both
entered the competition and Janet got an
Honorable Mention, out of over 400 entries.
Competition was judged by three well-known
judges. In addition, they met Mike Moats one of
the speakers. They had just happened to have
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purchased his book a few weeks earlier. Next year
they will let the club know about this outstanding
event.
Neil Evans won a Second and Fourth Place in the
American Rose Society Contest this year. He has
won five First Place finishes in the past and is now
in the Masters Class.
Varina Patel had photographs published in “Expose
Your World 2008” book. She won First in Environmental Photos Essay Category and Single Show
Category. Her photo “Meander” was on the front
cover.
John Earl Brown won the Juror’s Award at the
Firelands Association of Visual Arts Six-State
Photography show held in March. Serving as juror
for the show was Christopher Yates, professor at
Columbus College of Fine Arts.
Jay Patel had one of his photos featured on the
front page of SnapShot #416, an online weekly
photography newsletter. The subject was Photos of
Florida.
Congratulations to Jay and Varina Patel. Jay had
his photo “The Wave” accepted for use in the
VIAJES National Geographic Issue 109, April ’09.
His photo of “Volcanic Remains” is being used in the
National Geographic 2010 Engagement Calendar.
Varina’s photo titled “Meander” is also being used in
that calendar. It’s so exciting to have our members’
work in such well-known publications.

CPS Competition Winners

People’s Choice Night: “Shoot in the
Style of Famous Photographers”
John Earl Brown
On Friday night, March 20, members showed
photos that they had done to emulate the style of
three well-known photographers. These were
Susan Bein, Brett Weston and Jerry Uelsmann.
The exercise was designed so that participants
would “see” in a different manner than they usually did and would influence them in the future in a
positive way. Everyone enjoyed presenting their
images and discussing how they went about
creating their work.
Mark Coletta had contacted Susan Bein earlier
and found out that she was quite pleased and
flattered to be included in this project. She was so

Pacing Wolf
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pleased that she sent CPS an archival printed
scroll of thumbnails of her work from her
exhibition “Shamans and Ghosts” to be used as a
prize.
Those attending voted on the best photo representing each style. Jim Frazer’s was chosen for
Brett Weston, John Earl Brown for Jerry Uelsmann and Mark Coletta for Susan Bein. If you
weren’t able to participate in this People’s Choice
event, it will be repeated again in the future, so
stay tuned. We will announce the photographers
well in advance to give everyone ample opportunity to participate. It is an excellent way to
expand and develop your photographic style.

Mark Coletta

Below: Sampling of CPS Competition winners. Complete standings available at: www.clevelandphoto.org

Thomas

David E. Houdek

Projection – Color, Honorable Mention

Car Detail 2

Scott Weintraub

Projection – Color, Third Place

Excalibur Bumper Car
Creative – Through Processing, Third Place
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Ed Rynes

Jim Frazer

Cat Stare Down
Projection – Black & White, Second Place

Saw-Whet Owl

Rob Erick

Projection – Black & White, First Place

Church Beggar

Nathalie Snyder

Projection – Black & White, Second Place
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Terminal Tower Above the Clouds

Sue Curtis

Projection – Color, First Place

Sunrise Winter
Projection – Color, Honorable Mention
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Maria Kaiser

Close Encounters
Projection – Color, Third Place

Kathy Nelson

Heron with Catch

Mary Rynes

Nature – Strict, Honorable Mention

A Light to Guide Us
Projection – Color, Second Place
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Ron Waldrop

Of Interest to Photographers

CPS Photo Exhibits at Eddie’s
Pizzeria Cerino
Since Eddie’s Pizzeria Cerino opened in January,
there has been a continuous photo exhibition by
CPS members with one wall of the restaurant
dedicated to these photos. About 15
photographers are able to show their works,
framed and ready for hanging, and available for
sale. The current exhibit runs from April – May 31.
Club members’ photos are chosen from
competition winners whose digital images have
been sub-mitted for posting on the CPS website.

Sojourns in Nature Excursions
Last fall, CPS was honored to host a presentation
by renowned nature photographer Gustav W.
Verderber. His company offers a variety of photo
excursions, which CPS members have attended
and enjoyed.
For a complete list of opportunities available,
visit: http://www.sojournsinnature.com/ and
navigate to “In the Field.”

Photographic Seminar

Elisha reports that customers really enjoy the art
wall and often take time to go up to check out the
photos. They say that it is a wonderful
complement to the restaurant. Because of the
exhibit, a number of the photos have sold.

CPS Members Varina and Jay Patel will be
teaching a 2-day photographic seminar this
August, “Nature Photography and Intelligent
HDR.” For further information, visit their website:
http://www.regonline.com/intelligentHDR

Eddie’s Pizzeria Cerino is located at 7305
Broadview Road in Seven Hills.

Ohio Cemetery Alliance Second
Annual Photo Exhibition

Love Makes a Family
Portraits of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender People and Their Families.
This photo exhibit is touring Ohio small towns and
will be shown at:




Kilcawley Center at Youngstown State
University from June 4–8
Hudson Library and Historical Society
from June 18–20
Twinsburg Public Library from June 21–25

For further information, Google “Loves Makes a
Family photos travel in Ohio.”
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The Ohio Cemetery Alliance Second Annual
Photo Exhibition will open at The Brecksville
Library on June 7 and runs through June 30.
Rules for entering photos for this event can be
found at: www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~ohca.
Cleveland photographer Herbert Ascherman, Jr.
will be the juror for the entries.

Photography at CSU
The website of Cleveland State University for
photography students has lots of information
about various classes, exhibits and events related
to photography around our area. See
www.csuphoto.wordpress.com.

Miscellaneous

Scanning Party for Darkroom Door
David Brooks
CPS had what may have been its first Scanning
Party on a recent Saturday. As record keeper for
the DD I can report that the scanning went
smoothly. More than a dozen members
participated, giving much needed help.
This project came about when Rob Erick and I
realized that the club has 100 years of our history
documented, but there was really nothing organized since 1987. Since there are a few years of
the Darkroom Door on our website, we thought it
would be a great start to see if we could put our
history on the website going back to 1987. It
would be a terrific beginning to our second century because it would continue the historical
documentation of our 122-year-old club. As far as
I could tell, after looking at other club websites,
ours will be the first camera club to have such
records available.
There are now approximately 190 issues of the
Darkroom Door from 1987 to 2002 scanned.
These will be uploaded to our site in the near
future. For now, all that is left to do is to add some
missing issues of ‘03 and ‘04, which should done
soon. The scanned issues will also be bound in
hardcover book form and given to Bill Barrow,
special collections librarian at Cleveland State
University. This library contains all kinds of
Cleveland history. In fact, if anyone is interested,
the library already has tons of history information
and old photos of CPS.
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Our thanks to Dustin Jamison, Kathy Nelson,
Charles Burkett, Jim Frazer, Maria Kaiser, Vince
Vartorella and Sonya Yost for doing the scanning
work. Thanks, too, to Jim Kunkel, Kolman Rosenberg and Bert Klein for donating their own copies
of the DD to the cause. A number of other members also stopped by the clubroom to offer help
and moral support.

Sonya Yost and David Brooks

Rick Wetterau

CPS Expands to Accommodate
Growing Membership
Rob Erick
In less than four years, since CPS moved to
Broadview Heights, membership and meeting
attendance has grown impressively. In the past
two years alone, membership has grown from
130 to over 275—and meeting attendance has
topped 90 on several occasions!
While it’s wonderful to experience the enthusiasm
and electricity of sharing the room with people
who are all passionate about photography, our
growth has sometimes led to cramped conditions
and problems related to sound and sightlines.
Earlier this year, our Planning Team of Rick
Wetterau, Mark Coletta, Ron Wilson and I began
meeting with the City of Broadview Heights to
explore options for expanding the club facilities.
This resulted in the development and refinement
of plans to address the most critical needs while
still keeping expenses in line. Once a workable
plan was developed, the Board approved a
budget for construction.
The club will pay for all materials from our existing
operating funds and the City will provide all labor
at no charge. The club’s rent will be affected
minimally, if at all—allowing us to proceed with
expansion without jeopardizing our financial
future.
The renovations are currently scheduled to be
accomplished in two phases:
Phase One (hopefully to be completed in late
May or early June):
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The CPS entrance door will move to the
back—reached through the courtyard
separating our building from the Spotlight
Theatre group and closer to the new
parking area under construction
Construction of a ‘Gathering Room’ in the
existing back hallway



All refreshments and socializing will take
place in this large, open area



Food preparation and serving will become easier with the addition of an
oven/range and more counter space



A food storage pantry will be constructed



An addition will be made to the existing
hallway restroom in preparation for
converting this to the men’s room in
Phase Two

Phase Two (tentatively scheduled for July and
August):


Completion of the conversion of the
existing men’s room to a ladies’ room



Re-work existing storage space to make
it more functional



Removal of the existing entrance door
and alcove to create an Emergency Exit
door flush with the wall



Raising the center portion of the clubroom ceiling by two feet to substantially
improve sightlines (the room will be reorientated to face the existing entrance
door)

When complete, the entire CPS meeting experience should improve dramatically. There will be
much more room to converse and mingle upon
arrival and food will be easier to serve. The
meeting room itself will have much-improved
sightlines and, with the removal of counters and
tables, should be able to handle larger groups
comfortably. Not to mention that waits for the
ladies’ room will be all but eliminated!
Thanks to all those who dedicated time toward
the planning and execution of this much-needed
project!

Club Information
<>

The Cleveland Photographic Society
CPS has operated continuously since 1887, making it one of the oldest camera clubs in the country. The
organization currently has nearly 275 members and is one of the few anywhere to have its own permanent
clubroom. The objectives of the society are to promote and advance the understanding, passion and joy of
photography by providing opportunities for education, skill development, picture taking, competition, critique
and fellowship. We meet almost every Friday evening and our meetings are always open to visitors and
guests—we invite you to visit us! Our clubroom is located on the City of Broadview Heights campus. The
clubroom opens at 7:30 p.m. and meetings begin at 8:00 p.m. Visit our website for directions, maps and
further information: www.clevelandphoto.org

CPS Competitions
CPS holds 16 competitions each year as a part of our regular Friday evening meeting schedule. Only members can enter images for competition, but all are invited to attend. Competition categories are Nature,
People, Creative and Pictorial (open category) and three competitions per category are held throughout the
year. In addition, four Projection competitions are held, displaying projected digital images. The category for
Projection competitions is Pictorial (open).
In addition to formal competitions, several People’s Choice Nights are held throughout the year. These are
informal, unjudged evenings devoted to specific themes, such as Architecture, Photojournalism, etc. Competition Rules and Results, as well as slide shows of winning images can be found on the Competition page of
our website.

CPS Membership
Annual dues: Single member rate is $54.00; Couples are $81.00; Junior member (under 18) and Distance
member categories (roughly over 100 miles) are $36.00. A downloadable application form and more details
can be found on our website: www.clevelandphoto.org
Join us and enjoy all the benefits of being a part of one of the most dynamic, active and friendliest camera
clubs in the US. Photographic education and fellowship are our primary tenets and a part of all we offer. No
matter your skill level or photographic interest, you’ll find lots of activities that will enhance your skills—and
you’ll have FUN along the way!

Club Calendar
The complete and updated Club Calendar can be obtained at www.clevelandphoto.org

Our Mission: The mission of the Cleveland Photographic Society is to promote and advance
the understanding, passion and joy of photography by providing opportunities for education,
skill development, picture taking, competition, critique and fellowship.

